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Abuse excuses
By David Futrelle

W

e live in an age, it is perhaps now commonplace
to observe, obsessed with victims and victimhood. Daytime talk shows offer a daily parade
of victims—ranging from victims of sexual abuse (and
alleged abuse) to those who claim to have been abducted
and tortured by aliens. Lawyers plead the "abuse excuse"
in attempts to save their clients. White male "patriots"
claim to be victimized by affirmative action. Nearly half
the states have adopted constitutional amendments said to
protect the "rights" of victims of crime, and a national victims' rights amendment has already been introduced into
the Senate.
Yet for all the attention paid to victimhood, our thinking
on the subject is terribly crude. Victims are so idealized, and
perpetrators so demonized, that we often come a cropper
when we are faced—as we often are—with a perpetrator
who has himself or herself been victimized. If we claim to
truly care about all victims, we surely can't ignore these stories—but do they convey a kind of pardon on the perpetrator? Do we excuse a criminal because he is poor—assuming
(as they sing in West Side Story) that he is depraved on
account of being deprived? Do we excuse a child abuser
because he was himself abused?
Sharon Lamb, to her credit, puts these difficult questions
at the heart of The Trouble with Blame, an attempt to sort
through the complex issues surrounding the notions of victimhood and responsibility, particularly as they relate to the
intimate crimes of child abuse and domestic violence.
It is a thoughtful, but often quite troubling book. While
Lamb tries valiantly to push the discussion of victimhood
beyond the simple polarities of conventional debate, her
effort is only partially successful; the book often falls back

upon notions as conventional—and as retrograde—as many
of those she condemns.
Lamb's discussion of the psychology of both abusers
and abused is sharp and generally to the point. It is easy
enough, Lamb points out, to condemn an abstract villain.
But in cases of sexual abuse, perpetrators are all-too-real
people—usually men, and often enough relatives of the
abused—who have stories of their own. Once you put a
face on the abuser, it is harder to blindly condemn him.
Nothing excuses the abuse, of course, but there are always
extenuating circumstances: poverty, stress, and, all too
often, a history of abuse as a child.
As Lamb points out, abusers are ready to pour out
their tales of woe, in some cases making themselves
appear (at least to themselves) even more a victim than
those they have victimized. "Perpetrators are masters at
self-deception, blaming themselves too little," Lamb
writes. Some claim complete innocence; others insist, to
themselves and others, that what they did "wasn't so
bad," or that they have some excuse for their action—
they weren't really responsible.
Though we can't dismiss the extenuating circumstances,
Lamb argues that we nevertheless can't accept them as an
excuse: We must hold perpetrators responsible, and steadfastly oppose their attempts to pass the buck. Indeed, she
suggests that we don't hold perpetrators of abuse responsible enough for the damage they do.
While perpetrators tend to make too many excuses, victims tend to saddle themselves with too much self-blame—
either taking the abuser's excuses at face value, or assuming that somehow they invited (or even deserved) the
abuse. Such impulses in many ways simply perpetuate the
abuse: After being tormented
by another, the victim torments herself; in some cases,
victims do actual physical
violence to themselves.
What makes the issue so
maddeningly complex, Lamb
suggests, is that some of the
victim's self-blame is not
entirely misguided. No woman
deserves abuse, and no woman
should blame herself for the
behavior of another. But,
Lamb notes, an abused
woman is probably right to
ask herself, "What is it about The Trouble with Blame:
me that makes men do this to Victims, Perpetrators, and
me?" Answering such a ques- Responsibility
tion may well enable her to By Sharon Lamb
keep from returning to her Harvard University Press
abuser—to overcome what 244 pp., $22.95
some have called an "addiction to trauma."
And it is as important for
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victims to take responsibility for their lives as it is for victirnizers to accept responsibility for their actions. Responsibility, Lamb points out, is not a zero-sum game; by insisting
that victims take more responsibility for their lives, we are
not thereby absolving abusers of their responsibilities.
In short, Lamb suggests that we apply the same standards
to both abusers and abused, neither sanctifying the victim nor demonizing the abuser,
but treating both as human beings who can
and should take responsibility for their
lives—and who will benefit from doing so.
As Lamb persuasively argues, "If there is an
excuse that we won't allow a perpetrator to
make in his attempt to disclaim responsibility for his actions, then we surely can't
allow a victim to use the same excuse to
disclaim responsibility for her actions."
Ultimately Lamb contends that we
need to see both victims and perpetrators
as the complicated, and flawed, people
that they are, not as pawns in a political
game of pass-the-blame. "When we
blame perpetrators too little," she writes,
"the self-blame of victims is supported
and encouraged; when we blame victims
too much, perpetrators need not admit
responsibility. When we blame perpetrators too much, they lose the much-needed
support to help them in their process of
rebuilding their character, reforming, and
making reparations. When we blame victims too little, we make them too small as
individuals and reinforce the passivity
that was inherent in the experience of victimization."
Indeed, a more realistic conception of victimhood will
do real victims more good than one that exaggerates their
"innocence." By urging victims not to blame themselves,
Lamb writes, the public "creates a category of victimhood
that requires blamelessness, leaving real victims with a private sense of guilt that they dare not talk about and that
may prevent them from carrying on the task of living."
Lamb's portrait of victims and victimhood is essentially a
psychological one. This is both the book's central strength
and its central weakness. While Lamb is (for the most part)
able to avoid the reductionist political sloganeering that
often accompanies the discussion of victimhood, she is
unable to effectively place her psychological arguments in a
broader political context.
Her chapter on "The making of perpetrator and victims," for example, almost completely disregards political
and social forces, particularly the inequalities of race and
class, that so complicate the issues of victimhood.
And Lamb's vision of gender inequality is, to say the
least, simplistic. In Lamb's view of the world, the archetypal perpetrator is male and the archetypal victim, female;
indeed, a "note on terminology" at the beginning of the

book explains that Lamb has "used the male pronoun for
perpetrators and the female pronoun for victims."
This is, at least according to most statistics, a rough
approximation of the truth: Most perpetrators are indeed
male, and victims are all too often female. But abuse is too
complex, and its causes and effects too varied, to fall easily

into such simple categories. And though Lamb insists she
doesn't intend to slight male victims of abuse, there's little
room for them in her gendered world.
Lamb writes of men and women almost as though they
came from separate planets. Women and children (the two
groups are frequently equated in Lamb's account) are easily
incapacitated by abuse, trapped by irrational bonds to their
tormentors; by contrast, men share a common sense of
"entitlement" to female bodies. But such imperious generalizations beg more questions than they answer. Are all
women such fragile flowers? Are all men really, as Lamb
suggests at one point, "potential perpetrators"? Don't such
notions in many ways replicate the ancient prejudices of the
most patriarchal of thinkers?
It's a strange paradox: After insisting that victims need to
take responsibility for their lives, Lamb falls back into precisely the kind of paleo-feminist thinking that most insistently denies them this responsibility. After gently pushing the
victim off her pedestal, Lamb erects another pedestal for her
to stand upon. In the process, she derides as "backlash supporters" those who challenge her particular brand of feminism. Indeed, at one point Lamb suggests that the work of
"backlash" writers "aids and abets perpetrators." It's quite
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an accusation—equating intellectual disagreement with
criminality—which is perhaps why Lamb leaves most of
these writers unnamed.
The one writer she does explicitly attack is Katie
Roiphe, author of the controversial The Morning After,
an indictment of what Roiphe called the "date rape hysteria" said to be afflicting our universities. (Lamb notes,
patronizingly, that Roiphe's "youthful exhortations"
cause her to "worry about [Roiphe], as a mother would
worry about a daughter staying out at night.") Lamb's
lambasting of Roiphe is—to say the least—strange, especially since some of Roiphe's ideas are in fact not very different than hers: Both writers challenge the idealization of
victims and victimhood. Both want women to take more
responsibility for their lives.
Lamb's contradictions suggest how difficult it is to combine psychology and politics in any straightforward way.
Perhaps, in this case, it is wiser not to try to combine them
at all. The legal system is designed—at least in theory—to
punish the guilty and protect the innocent; it is not
designed to heal the wounds caused by violence or abuse.
"Justice is not a form of therapy," social critic Wendy
Kaminer has cogently argued. "[WJhat is helpful to a particular victim, or defendant, is not necessarily just and
what is just is not necessarily therapeutic." A victim may
feel a momentary sense of relief when a perpetrator is put
behind bars, but no amount of punishment can erase the
damage the perpetrator has done. That is the job of therapy, not politics.
-^

Continued from page 25

thought were his friends. He named names—citing, among
others, Randy "Stretch" Walker, a producer employed by
Bad Boy—and he intimated that his would-be assassins
were motivated by regional animosities. On November 30,
1995, exactly one year after Shakur's shooting, Walker was
murdered execution-style a few blocks from his Queens,
N.Y. home. Shakur has since signed with Death Row and
done his best to escalate East-West tensions with numerous
statements designed to disrespect East Coast artists.
At a party in Atlanta last October, which the heads of
Death Row and Bad Boy attended, a member of the Bad
Boy entourage shot and killed an employee of Death Row.
During a New York City video shoot, assailants fired
on the trailer of Tha Dogg Pound, the Death Row group,
in a drive-by shooting. Luckily no one was injured. Witnesses claimed the gunmen shouted anti-West Coast slogans before speeding away.
Reflecting how the bicoastal conflict is heating up, touring
rap artists say they are encountering more regional animosity. An article on the subject in the February 1996 VIBE
quotes Death Row's Dr. Dre as saying, "If it keeps going this
way, pretty soon niggaz from the East Coast ain't gonna be
able to come out here and be safe. And vice versa."
Commenting that "the rumblings, innuendo and outright
flame-fanning has gone on long enough," The Source sent
writer Selwyn Seyfu Hinds to talk to O'Shea "Ice Cube"
Jackson, a thirtysomething elder statesman who was a former member of N.W.A. The magazine hoped that he would
help cool the hostilities. No such luck.
Instead of chilling things out, Ice Cube
A Political Biography
brought heat.
He railed against the New York
chauvinism
of East Coast rappers. "I
by KENT WORCESTER
feel that us on the West Coast feel
like our backs are against the wall,"
311 pages
A fascinating, immensely readable biography of
Ice Cube says. "We feel like we've
$19.95 paperback
one of the most important radical intellectuals of the
done so much for hip-hop, and we
0-7914-2752-8
twentieth century.
take so much abuse. And it's to the
point where the groups out here are
"...Worcester has written a sensitive, multi-faceted,
at bookstores
just
like, 'Yo, it's time for this shit to
intellectual biography of one of this century's most
be
over.
Whatever is going to go
or
call
1-800-666-2211
creative thinkers." — BRIDGET BRERETON, The University
down
is
going
to go down.' "
of the West Indies
The
Philadelphia
summit failed to
SUNY Press
resolve
the
issue
because
Bad Boy
"...Worcester's work is the single best study of lames
c/o CUP Services
Entertainment's
Combs
didn't
show,
currently available." — MANNING MARABLE,
PO Box 6525
but
efforts
to
bring
peace
to
this
hipColumbia University
Ithaca, NY 14851
hop civil war are continuing. As ten'...Worcester has provided an eminently readable
sions simmer, observers warn that
http://www.sunypress.edu
biography but has also given James his full due as a
things may soon get out of hand.
gopher://sunypress.edu
political, social, and literary theorist. This is a remarkThe feud once again makes clear just
able achievement." — STANLEY ARONOWITZ
how closely the musical form called
hip-hop reflects the dreams and
"...a careful, thorough piece of scholarship, utilizing
ambitions—as well as the fears and
primary sources that had been neglected by other James
contradictions—of
its young, black
scholars." — THE NATION
creators.
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Part Time. At Home. Toll Free 1-800898-9778, Ext. R-3077 for listings.
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1996: PATRICK BUCHANAN said:
"We're on the verge of ... taking
back our country ... [Wlhen we get
there, my friends, we will be obedient to one sovereign in America ...
the sovereign of God himself." (The
Nation, 3/11/96.) 2001: Political
forces agreeing with those thoughts
took power. 2011: They created an
apartheid state. 2023: Following the
Second Civil War, constitutional
democracy was restored. The 15%
Solution: A Political History of American Fascism, 2001-2022, Johnathan
Westminster, Thomas Jefferson
Press, 2048, $29.95 paper, $37.95
hard-cover. In bookstores (distributor, Library Research Associates,
Monroe, NY), or call 1-800-882-7987.
> HELP WANTED
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ORGANIZER. Full-time for community-based solidarity/Salvadoran sister
city group linking economic justice
issues across borders. Desired: Organizing experience, fundraising, computer skills. Resume by July 29 to
Peace through InterAmerican Community Action (PICA) c/o Karen Volckhausan, TO Box 2 RR 3760 E. Holden,
MS 04429. Phone: (207) 667-9212.

Requires commitment to social justice and diversity, analysis of issues
affecting working Southerners, communication, fund-raising, financial,
and management skills. Low 30s,
health, dental. Affirmative action
employer. Send resume and letter to
PO Box 531, Durham, NC or call 919419-8311,ext25.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: Institute for
Southern Studies provides research
and support to poor and working
communities, publishes Southern
Exposure. Seeking director to build
strategic focus, oversee programs,
small staff, fundraising, finances.

COMMUNITY JOBS: The Employment Newspaper for the Non-Profit
Sector. Join over 50,000 job-seekers
in reading a unique monthly publication containing more than 200
new job listings (in Environment,
Arts, International, Health, Youth,
Civil Rights, Housing, Human Services, etc.). Featuring informative
articles, book reviews, resource lists.
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GOOD VIBRATIONS

EJECTIONS DELECATION

Observe and evaluate historic
presidential elections and meet
political parties, farm and labor
organizations. October 14 - 23.
A L LXCHANCL

8OO-497-1994

Friendly, Informative
catalogs of sex toys,
books & videos, $4.
1210 Valencia SIT
San Francisco, CA
94110

profiles of nonprofit organizations
and the people who found them.
Contact: Community Jobs, 1001
Connecticut Avs. NW, Ste. 838,
Wash., DC 20036.
INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES: Peace Brigades International protects nonviolent movements
in Guatemala, Sri Lanka, Haft, Colombia, the Balkans, and with indigenous
people in North America. Sept. 15-22
training. Call: 510-540-0749.

"For Peace Process—vs.
Netanyahu," editorial; "From
Jerusalem on Israeli FJections," Lori
Cinzberg and Joel Steiker;
"Despite Pain, Peace Will Prevail,"
Maher Abdelgader; "A Pro-Israel,
Pro-Peace Perspective," Ralph
Seliger.
Single issue: $3 (USA).
Subscription: $30 yearly (USA).
JEWISH CURRENTS
DeptT, Suite 601,
22 E. 17 St., New York, NY 10003.

DO YOU HAVE spanking fantasies?
We do-hundreds-and ours are for
sale. Romantic, erotic, disciplinary,
wherever the muse wanders. For a
24-page catalogue send $3.00 to CF
Publications, Box 706TT, E.
Setauket, NY.

$1000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Time.
At Home. Toll Free 1-800-8S8-9778, Ext.
T-3077 for listings.

New Political Science

§1000s POSSIBLE READING BOOKS.

Radical scholarship on
today's political issues.
Special price! $25 for 4 issues

Socialist

Cvt Dpt., Suffolk Univ.,
Boston, MA 02108
617-573-8126

A democratic socialist view of life and
politics from the Socialist Party USA.
$9.00 per year {6 issues).
516 W. 25th St. #404, NY, NY 10001
(212)691-0776
.
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WISH CURRENTS
j^ly-August, 1996 issue

DEBUNK BEN FRANKLIN! 300-page
socialist analysis. Send large SASE
for information: Basic Choices, PO
Box 259598, Madison, Wl 537259598.

Thomas Paine
VIDEOCASSETTE
This educational, "very informative," and "fascinating" 40-minute video, written
and hosted by Thomas Paine Scholar Carl Shapiro, was telecast via cable TV
throughout northern New Jersey in the spring of 1992. In this original, unedited
video, the essential meaning of Paine's extraordinary career as revolutionary
writer and foremost exponent of democratic principles is recounted in a presentation "sure in its content" and clear in its delivery. A discussion of little-known but
significant incidents in Paine's life adds immeasurably to this memorable video.
VMS cassette, $25.00 ppd. (USA)
INDEPENDENT PUBLICATIONS, P.O. BOX 102, SOKSHHLD, RU 07657
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For blind and print-handicapped persons,
Fll- FREEDOM IDEAS INTERNATIONAL,
a quarterly review of minority and independent publications, includes selected
articles from IN THESE TIMES. Produced
by Our Right to Know Braille Press, Inc.,
on 4-track 15/16 ips cassette tape.
A 4-issue subscription costs $5.

Our Right to Elnow
Braille Press, tnc.
640 Bayside, Detroit, MI 48217
(313)842-1804

